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Sultan Nagi: the History Over Burden me 

 

The Yemeni historian, Sultan Nagi is a prominent name abided to silence, the silence of 

writing, and the silence of historical martyrdom before he enters the intrnal silence.   

Those who knew Sultan Nagi can remember that he was active and efficient. He was one 

of the first students who studied in the  American University in Beirut where he studied 

history due to his feeling to the importance of this domain and its need mainly that Yemen 

is seeking a position in the history.  

When he returned to Aden at the end of the fifties he established with a group of academic 

alumni a journal called "Dirasat" that means "studies" in an attempt to participate in cultural 

life. At the establishment of Yemeni Writers Union, he was one of the first founders, and 

when the High College of Education was established  he was one of the participators in 

the college which became a nucleus for University of Aden.  

From this track we can discover the personality of Sultan Nagi which discloses his 

renewed searching and the normal role he played. It is no wonder that the professor of 

history who spent days and nights on reviewing the history pages that  he fully knew that 

whoever studied history were those trying to carve out their names on the walls and above 

wooden tables.   

Sultan Nagi tied his historical and intellectual works in two axes:  

 History of Aden city.  

 History of Yemen in a full united perspective.  

The first axis represented an aspect of his intellectual activity and production, that he 

studied the history of Aden city comprehensively which started from beginning of the 

British occupation of Aden. He translated many English books and studies published in 

Aden, and studied the managerial development of the city. He deemed this work a 

complete study about Aden in need of collection process to be included in one book that 

he published the subjects of this axis during long period in many journals and reviews, the 

matter which caused to lose this study its comprehensive dimensions which Sultan Nagi 

put them in his method related to writing the history of Aden city. But the time did not come 

to rescue to gather them in one book and to complete the deficient paragraphs.  



 

 

By the way, the urgent need appears to study the history of Aden city and its social, 

managerial, political and cultural development that this city had a historical exception 

because it was under the British colony, testified all the negativities of the colonial 

societies, and also saw the challenge phenomena imposed by disparate development 

between the center and peripheries on all multiple levels from the economy to culture. 

Also, it witnessed a process of social and cultural hybridization imposed by the colonialism 

from the one hand and site of Aden city as an important port in the way of international 

navigation shipping from the other hand. All these factors make the study of Aden 

historical development urgent, the fact which Mr. Sultan Nagi perceived in his historical 

writings.  

However, what we need to reassure that taking an interest in history of Aden city did not 

have any feeling in the historical separation out of common history of Yemen, but rather 

the history of Aden city was taught within the common of the history of Yemen as a whole. 

Moreover, this is what Sultan Nagi pointed out in the introduction of his Military History of 

Yemen, that he mentioned, " there is another advantage of this book that I have tried or 

rather exerted a great effort to write under a united perspective containing natural Yemen 

land in general, not limited to one of Petty Yemens as formed in the past by foreign ruling 

systems and forms of family's authorities that we were reading histories of many Small 

Yemens not for one Yemen."  

Speaking of Sultan Nagi's book "Military History of Yemen" which is considered the first 

book writing the history for the Military Corporation in Yemen, it is necessary to indicate 

that the book presents the history of Yemen during the period 1839 -1967. Also the reader 

is noting that this period was a period of the British occupation for part of Yemen, it was 

the time of great changes in the recent and contemporary history of Yemen. The British 

presence in the south of Yemen  had effect in the whole Yemen due to the occupation of 

Arabian Peninsula and Horn of African, and even if important Yemen ports remained out of 

colonial control, truly that was resulting from conflict of common interests in this significant 

water route which was known in the strategic studies with the route of India. The Yemeni 

ports appeared on the colonial maps as strategic sites, early Britain could control on Aden, 

subsequently controlling over the entire route of India, especially after its control on Egypt 

and Suez canal.  

From this perspective, Sultan Nagi studied the history of Yemen in this period, that he 

considered that colonialism is not land occupation only, but a more extended operation, it 



 

 

is interests and trade routes and regions of authority and others. It was necessary to study 

about Yemen in this colonial period comprehensively.  

The other point that it should be assured is the comprehensiveness of the historical 

writings for this period even if the main theme relating to the history of the Military 

Corporation. In this work, he is reminding us with an important book of Egyptian thinker, 

Anwar Abdulmalik who authorized a book titled "Egypt is a New Society Built by the 

Military Men", during the first period of July revolution, which was a book containing the 

recent and contemporary history of Egypt which handled the political, economical, social 

and cultural changes through discussing the relation of the army with the authority in 

Egypt.  

Sultan Nagi was successful in this connection that the book " the Military History"  has 

become one of the most important references on recent Yemen's history.  

In conclusion, I would like to indicate to the intellectual crisis from which Sultan Nagi 

suffered in the last years of his life, that attempting to live in the logic of history, seeing with 

the historian's viewpoint, and dealing with political and intellectual life with conscience of 

the historian are all factors compelled him to the crisis; therefore he saw the matters in 

Yemen contradicting the history logic. After  breaking out hostility on January 13 in Aden, 

he became assured that the Yemeni history must be made in Yemen and the historical 

fates of the people can not be imported as clothes totally. Also the Yemeni history should 

be written by its people. Because the dust of the battle covered the clearness of the mind, 

Sultan Nagi felt that he was in need of isolation and contemplation. Thus, he spent the 

later months of his life contemplating the course of the events, but death overtook him 

before getting out of his silence, then he died while his heart and mind were full of many 

things he was intending to say and write, and we do not know if there were any papers or 

writings written in that period.   

The question is for the sons of Sultan Nagi, since the appearance of these writings, if any, 

will open new horizons to discover his last contemplations in the history of Yemen, which 

he bore over his back during long years of his age full of shocks and events, while Sultan 

Nagi was in his short life living with such events. Did he leave for us a word before the last 

farewell?!  

 



 

 

 


